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ABSTRACT

Social scientists have gained powerful insights, often
countering established theory, through systematic
observation of behavior in video. However, video analysis
techniques are resource intensive, requiring human
investment to design, and execute a coding scheme.
Moreover, the independence of coders is hard to guarantee
when multiple coders work in the same laboratory where
they talk about their work and thus inadvertently influence
each other’s observations. Crowd-sourcing platforms
provide an opportunity to distribute the coding task to
distributed online workers. With this opportunity comes a
set of new ethical challenges mainly around the difficulties
in protecting subject’s privacy. In this position paper we
start to unpack these challenges such as inadvertent release
of video, misjudgments of the risks involved, and the
intrusiveness of different coding schemes. We introduce
thin-slicing, coder-tracking, and video distortion as
possibilities for risk mitigation.
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INTRODUCTION

A goal of many social scientists is to understand what
people actually do and how their activities unfold over time
[4, 11, 12, 14, 18]. Video recording and analysis is an
integral technique for social scientists to systematically
observe and code human behavior over time. Video
methods yield insights about participant dynamics that
cannot be understood through self-report measures alone
[18]. Video-based systematic observation of behavior has
been adopted to study negotiations [18], marital interactions
[12], cancer support group interactions [11], and pair
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programming interactions [14], to name a few. One
illustrative example is Gottman and Levinson’s observation
of married couples [13]. They were able to accurately
predict (up to 93%) whether a couple will divorce years
later by observing short video clips of couples in conflict.
They coded 15-minute “thin slices” of interaction for a
specific set of emotion-related behaviors. Even a threeminute glimpse was shown to yield predictive power [5]. In
our research we use this method to systematically observe
affective behavior in a thin slice of interactions of design
teams and relate these observations to performance-relevant
outcomes [14].
AN ONLINE VIDEO ANALYSIS SERVICE

We are currently designing and developing a crowd-based
video analysis service. Crowdsourcing platforms like
Amazon Mechanical Turk [1] provide an opportunity to
leverage large pools of human observers. We hypothesize
that video coding tasks can be distributed and effectively
analyzed by a larger community of researchers at reduced
cost. Coding time can also be reduced through automated
coding, and state of the art computer vision now allows
automated coding of what Bakeman and Gottman call
physically based coding schemes such as the Facial Action
Coding System [4, 7, 9, 16]. However, such automated
coding techniques cannot classify behavior according to
highly contextual socially based schemes such as SPAFF
[6]. Human observers, however, can flexibly adapt to
different coding schemes. Even untrained observers can
generate reliable results on complex socially based coding
tasks [17].
With our service we want to address three major challenges
that are currently acting as a barrier towards a broader
adoption of this method.
First, the current methods to generate data using systematic
observation of behavior are highly time consuming. Coding
only a few minutes of video using the marital interaction
coding scheme can take several hours [11]. A more tedious
coding scheme like the Facial Action Coding System [9]
can take even longer. In addition to the coding time, these
observation schemes require extensive training to produce
reliable results.
Second, obtaining high observer reliability requires
elaborate procedures such as careful training, continuous
calibration, and frequent test of coder reliability [4]. When

doing coding in a collocated setting it can be difficult to
prevent observers from influencing each other. Ideally,
coders have to be kept blind to hypotheses but often this
goal is hard to maintain especially when coders are working
over longer durations with a lab and are integrated into
other research tasks.
Third, it takes time and effort to build and maintain an
infrastructure for video coding. A coding setup needs
dedicated space, coders have to be recruited, continuously
supervised, and scheduled. Additionally a social
environment should be provided that supports coders to
maintain motivated with the often tedious and boring task
of coding video. These infrastructure challenges led
researchers to invest into dedicated “coding labs” like the
one at the University of Calgary [10].
Our envisioned service will segment and securely display
video online to crowd workers, elicit judgments or tallies
using researcher-defined features, and reliably compile the
results. The service will have three main components: a
Web interface for researchers to upload video and specify
coding parameters, a backend routine for segmenting video
and compiling results, and worker task pages for collecting
judgments from crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk. Worker redundancy, filtering and
calibration tasks will ensure more accurate coding. The
service will not only provide practical value, researchers
can ground theoretical claims on impartial independent
analysis.
In parallel with the development of a video coding service
we are designing a study in which we want to use the
aforementioned service to obtain behavioral data from
videotaped interactions. The aim of our study is to reinvestigate a set of videos that were recorded during a study
on prototyping interactions [8] and relate interaction
characteristics to performance relevant outcomes. This
study in conjunction with the workshop provides an
opportunity to discuss the important ethical questions early
in the development of our service.
RISKS OF ONLINE VIDEO CODING

The possibility of distributed video analysis introduces a
new set of ethical challenges. A release of video for online
coding runs at risk of violating many of the guidelines
proposed earlier [15]. How can we manage the challenge of
protecting participant identity while maintaining a high
quality of data? There are not only risks for the subjects
featured in the videos but also for those who are asked to
code them. The development of a successful video analysis
service requires a careful analysis of the risks involved. We
identified an initial set of risks that we are currently
addressing in our development.
Coders may inadvertently release a video clip

One of the major risks in an online distribution of video for
coding is an inadvertent release of a video. As soon as a

video is published online, its use can no longer be
controlled. Even with sophisticated copy protection
mechanisms, it is still possible to just record a video off a
screen with a camera. A release of video can lead to a
series of scenarios that can have severe implications for the
psychological well-being of a study participant [15]. One of
the major questions here is whether the content of video
affects the decision about whether it can be distributed or
not. For example, video coding has been used previously in
studying emotion expression in breast cancer support
groups [11]. Clearly, such content is much more sensitive,
and the subjects are much more vulnerable than those
recorded during, for example, a public presentation.
Participants may be unaware of risks involved

In preparing our study we were surprised how many of the
participants we asked were readily agreeing to their video
being used for an online evaluation. It is possible that many
participants were not aware of the actual risks this
permission involved. Additional current human subjects
approval boards seem not well prepared to evaluate studies
that use this kind of crowd based video analysis. This poses
the question how we can communicate the risks in a way
that allow an accurate assessment of the risks involved.
Some judgments are more intrusive than others

The type of coding might affect how vulnerable subjects
feel about their video being rated. An evaluation of a
person’s emotion might be perceived as far more intrusive
than an evaluation of how often they picked up a pen for
example. The question therefore arises whether subjects
have to be told, according to what criteria their video will
be evaluated, and whether a permission to use a video
should be limited to the use of a particular coding scheme.
Coders may identify participants

Finally, there is the challenge of protecting the identity of
human subjects while providing high quality video. Since it
is difficult to control who signs up as a coder, there is the
risk that subjects get identified by coders and sensitive
information might be shared.
RISK-MITIGATION AND TRADEOFFS

Given the risks listed above, we want to propose a set of
initial techniques that might help in alleviating them. Each
of these techniques comes with its own set of tradeoffs and
each possibility can only be a starting point for a discussion
about risks and possibilities in dealing with them.
Thin-slicing

One possibility to protect a participant’s identity could be to
take only a short sample or “thin slice” for coding. A coder
would never gain access to more than a few seconds of
video. The thin-slicing technique refers to the process of
making accurate classifications based on small samples, or
“thin slices” of expressive behaviors [2, 3]. The thin-slicing
research showed powerfully that certain behavioral

characteristics are stable over time and that only a small
interaction sample is necessary to make meaningful
judgments about behavior occurring over longer durations
such as hours, or even months. In a meta-analysis across 38
different studies, Ambady and Rosenthal [2] were able to
show that short behavioral samples ranging between 20
seconds and 5 minutes, are highly indicative of long-term
characteristics, irrespective of the specific context they
were taken in.
Potential downsides for using thin slicing are a loss of
context. This can not only influence the quality of coding
but also some statements by subjects, when taken out of
context, can be more damaging when released. Additionally
thin slicing per se does not protect a subject from being
identifiable.
Tracking coders

Another possibility to improve the protection of subject’s
privacy might be to recruit only coders who are willing to
self-identify. Coder identification would allow to track
access of videos by their respective coders. Embedding
invisible “watermarks” into the videos could make it
possible to trace an inadvertently released video back to the
coder who violated a subject’s privacy.
The downside of this approach is that damage cannot be
prevented. Knowing that videos are traceable might inhibit
coders from sharing videos, but ultimately a release cannot
be avoided.

We are currently building the proposed mitigation features
into our online video coding service. None of these
techniques have been tested thoroughly yet and thus
researchers aiming to do online video coding should be
particularly careful and exercise discretion when placing
video online. It is especially important that participants
understand exactly how their video will be analyzed.
Additionally, the techniques proposed here are technical in
nature, which begs the question about a possibility of sociotechnical solutions for risk mitigation. For example, would
it be possible to recruit a vetted pool of coders? How can
ethical guidelines be reinforced socially?
Given the possibility of a distributed human video coding
service, it is especially timely to discuss the issues raised
here with other researchers facing similar challenges.
Crowdsourcing techniques are becoming an increasingly
important aspect of general research practice. A set of
concrete guidelines will provide direction for designers and
researchers.
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